Child Abductions: A Conversation It’s Hard to Believe
We’re Even Having
We shouldn’t need Cardinal Timothy Dolan to tell us this:

If they want to take a baby from the arms of his mother and separate
the two, that’s wrong. I don’t care where you’re at, what time and
condition, that just goes against — you don’t have to read the Bible
for that. That goes against human decency. That goes against human
dignity. It goes against what’s most sacred in the human person.
Don’t get me wrong. I’m glad he said it, as I’m far from sure I could have said it nearly as
well. But I’m just completely ﬂoored by the idea that, in this day and age, Americans need
the Archbishop of New York to remind us of something as obvious as the fact that it’s
wrong to abduct children.
According to the Associated Press, it happened nearly 2,000 times between mid-April and
the end of May, with no end in sight.
US law enforcement agencies aren’t trying to track down the kidnappers and bring them to
justice. US law enforcement agencies ARE the kidnappers, and US Attorney General Jeﬀ
Sessions pretends, quoting the Bible, no less, that this IS justice.
As jaded as we’ve become since 9/11 — as accustomed to the government’s violations of
our own rights and the rights of those abroad, whether it’s TSA thugs groping Americans at
airports or the CIA torturing foreigners at foreign “black sites” — surely we can all agree
that this time Washington has ﬁnally gone too far, right?
Well, no. The President of the United States, his chief of staﬀ, the Attorney General, and
even some members of Congress are actively defending the abduction of children. Not as
an emergency measure for kids in immediate danger, but as policy for the purpose of
punishing parents who cross an imaginary line on the ground without politicians’
permission.
It’s an evil policy. Oﬃcials who order it are loathsome creatures whose appeals to God in its
defense are nothing short of blasphemy. They and those who enforce it are criminals. Both
deserve short trials and long sentences.
Hint to Republicans: When your best defense of a policy is that you’re just escalating a

practice that occurred under Democrats as well, you’ve got no defense at all.
Sessions quoted the Bible. Cardinal Dolan retorts. So does Thomas Jeﬀerson:
“Indeed I tremble for my country when I reﬂect that God is just, that his justice cannot
sleep forever.”

